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EPIC Smart Phrases
We hope this list of “smart” phrases helps make creating your Epic note templates a bit easier. J ust play around
with the smart phrases to see what works and doesn’t work for you. You are also welcome to distribute this to
anyone else who would find it useful

Epic SmartPhrases | World's Best Site – Thoughts on ...
If you do not use the electronic medical record Epic Hyperspace, this article is probably of no interest to you. I
previously wrote that I have done a lot of customizations to Epic. In this post I'll explain how I use
SmartPhrases. These are text, ranging from one word, to multiple pages of material, generated…

UAMS
Epic Help: creating your own smart phrases Creating your own smart phrases in epic can save a lot of time. If
you routinely give certain counseling or ask a certain set of ROS questions, it is easy to put them in just the
same way we do it in Sunrise (with a period followed by the phrase you chose).

EPIC Smart Phrases
Epic smart phrases are easy ways of putting in documentation that is either standard or can be filled in to make a
complete document. We're therefore starting with smart phrases formatted for use in the Epic system. How to
share an Epic Smart Phrase
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Creating & Summoning Dot
This tip-sheet covers summoning system phrases, creating your own dot-phrases, and displays a list of helpful
dot-phrases you might use. Steps to use existing system phrases: • Dot-phrase names in Epic are usually
intuitive abbreviations of the text included in the phrase- PROB stands for problem list, DIAG stands for
encounter diagnosis, etc.

Nat’s short cuts for Epic: tips, etc. for INPATIENT mostly ...
Nat’s short cuts for Epic: tips, etc. for INPATIENT mostly, a few outpt pointers. Bring this with you to training
and personalization. These comments may not make sense until you have had your training and a chance to
practice

Sweet Epic Tricks. | Student Doctor Network
Sweet Epic Tricks. Thread starter da8s0859q; Start date Jun 4 ... I also built some nice smart phrases for MDM's
the most common dispos. I had one for pediatric head injury, admit cp r/o ACS, asthma/ copd exasp. ... has
EPIC added .phrases that are globally available for the various ED clinical rules like HEART etc. ones that
would auto pop ...

Epic Customizations | World's Best Site – Thoughts on ...
Epic is the electronic medical record (EMR) I use at work (actually my company calls it MultiCare Connect).
There are a number of customizations one can do to increase efficiency, and I've done a lot. Keep reading to
learn just how much. There are SmartPhrases. These are shortcuts to write out text. Instead of writing…

medicine
For my last heme oncology rotation I had a .onc which essentially prefilled my note with vitals I/o all TLS labs
and neutrophil counts and lines arranged in the order we presented. My first task of any day was to type .onc in
a blank note on every patient and I was basically done with data gathering and could go see patients. Love me
some epic.

